Main goals of Pajek
In Pajek analysis and visualization of large networks are performed using six data types (objects): network (graph); partition (nominal or ordinal properties of vertices); vector (numerical properties of vertices); cluster (subset of vertices); permutation (reordering of vertices, ordinal properties); and hierarchy (general tree structure on vertices). In this way Pajek main window is organized (see Fig. 1 for the snapshot of the Pajek main window).
The main goals in the design of Pajek are:
• to support abstraction by (recursive) decomposition of a large network into several smaller networks that can be treated further using more sophisticated methods (Batagelj and Mrvar 1998; Batagelj et al. 1999 ); • to provide the user with some powerful visualization tools Mrvar 2002, 2003) ; • to implement a selection of efficient (subquadratic) algorithms for analysis of large networks (Batagelj and Mrvar 2014) .
Operations
According to main goals, Pajek contains several basic operations on its objects. Pajek is not 'a one click program' , some users call it 'the network calculator' . That means that for obtaining some result several basic operations must be executed in a sequence. In fact possibility to combine different basic operations gives Pajek a special power. Some of such basic operations available in Pajek include: extracting subnetworks; shrinking selected parts of networks; searching for connected components (weak, strong, biconnected); searching for shortest paths, k-neighbors, maximum flow; computing centralities of vertices and centralizations of networks (degree, closeness, betweenness, hubs and authorities, clustering coefficients, Laplacean centrality); fragment searching; clustering in networks (with or without constraint); brokerage; community detection methods (Louvain method and VOS clustering); fast sparse network multiplication; triadic census (Batagelj and Mrvar 2001) ; structural holes; islands (on vertices or lines); counting for three and four rings; generating different types of random networks, Petri nets execution, and many, many others. Some operations which are suitable only for smaller networks are also included in Pajek (e.g., Pajek is the only software that includes generalized blockmodeling (Batagelj et al. 2004 )-a sophisticated method for partitioning smaller networks).
Pajek contains several operations that enable transitions among objects. In this way analysis of large networks can be performed fluently. Sequences of commands can be defined as a macro.
Results obtained by Pajek (e.g., partitions and vectors) can be further analysed using R, SPSS, and Excel (several exports to statistical software are included in Pajek).
In addition to ordinary (directed or undirected) networks Pajek supports also twomode networks, temporal networks (networks changing over time), signed networks (networks with positive and negative lines), multirelational networks (several relations defined on the same set of vertices) and acyclic networks. Special operations for these kinds of networks are available, e.g., different methods for partitioning signed networks (Doreian and Mrvar 1996 , 2015 Mrvar and Doreian 2009; Doreian et al. 2013) ; several methods for computing traversal weights (e.g., SPC, SPLC, and SPNP) and later determining main paths in acyclic (e.g., citation) networks….
Genealogies saved in GEDCOM format can be loaded in Pajek as well. Kinship relations can be represented as Ore graph, p-graph or bipartite p-graph (White et al. 1999; Batagelj and Mrvar 2008) . Pajek was successfully applied to analysis of large genealogies (e.g., searching for relinking marriages).
In addition to standard Pajek there exists also a special version called PajekXXL. PajekXXL is a special edition of program Pajek which memory consumption is much lower. For the same sparse network it needs at least 2-3 times less physical memory than Pajek. Operations that are memory intensive (e.g., generating random networks, extracting, shrinking…) are therefore much faster. PajekXXL is usually used for huge networks that do not fit to available computer memory. After some interesting parts are found and extracted, the standard Pajek version can be used for further analysis.
Visualization methods
There are different methods for automatic generation of network layouts available in Pajek. The most important (often used) are: Kamada-Kawai optimization, Fruchterman Reingold optimization, VOS mapping, Pivot MDS, drawing in layers, FishEye transformation. Layouts obtained by Pajek can be exported to different 2D or 3D output formats (e.g., SVG, EPS, X3D, VOSViewer, Mage,…). Special viewers and editors for these formats are available (e.g., inkscape, GSView, instantreality, KiNG,…). Using them we can further edit layouts or examine them in details.
Pajek implementations of the algorithms for automatic network drawing were tested on several Graph Drawing Competitions. 
Discussion
One of the implications of the 20 years development in information and communication technologies is availability of huge amount of data. Some people call this phenomenon Big Data. Now a lot of data is already available in a computer readable electronic (Batagelj and Mrvar 2000) and citations networks obtained from Web of Science. Pajekprogram for analysis and visualization of large networks is discussed in the paper.
Application areas
As mentioned in previous sections large networks could be found anywhere. Program package Pajek has several application areas, including: analysis of any kind of social networks (Facebook, Twitter, networks in organizations (Škerlavaj et al. 2010) , networks of international relations, kinship relations,…); citation and co-authorship networks; protein-protein interaction networks; transportation networks, archaeological networks,… Some people use it also only as a visualization tool for displaying any kind of networks.
Conclusion
Pajek is in constant development. For more information on Pajek check its webpage. For those who want to learn Pajek: Several books, manuals, articles, and samples are available. They are listed in the references section.
